
PACK AR15 PERUN ARMS 14.5'' cal 223 Rem rifle + SIGHTMARK
Pinnacle 1-6x24 scope with cantilever mount
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17001-PACK-AR15-PERUN-ARMS-14.5-cal-223-Rem-
rifle-SIGHTMARK-Pinnacle-1-6x24-scope-with-cantilever-mount

SKU Designation
French

Law
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Twist
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PCKPER110

*B* PACK AR15
PERUN 14.5'' 223 REM
GOGGLE SIGHTMARK

PINNACLE 1-6X24 

B 
5.56x45
(223)  

37  80.5  2870  1:9  
Semi auto

rifle  
2459.00 € incl.

tax

A rifle / optics pack to tackle all shooting distances

AR15 PERUN ARMS with 14.5'' barrel in caliber 223 Rem
LPVO SIGHTMARK Pinnacle 1-6x24 TMD scope
SIGHTMARK Cantilever One-Piece Mount
FOT waterproof case

A weapon/optics pack at an affordable price.

The AR15 PERUN ARMS in 14.5'', already well equipped with its telescopic stock and its M-LOK
handguard, is associated with the premium scope from SIGHTMARK.

The Pinnacle is an LPVO (Light power variable optic) scope that allows short and long distance shots. With
its x1 magnification, it will allow dynamic and reflex shots with both eyes open. With its x6 magnification
you will be able to make the most of the 223 Rem ammunition.

With its made in Japan optics, you will benefit from a clear, sharp and very bright riflescope.

Its BDC tactical mil-dash type reticle allows both rapid target acquisition at short distance and the ability to
make shooting corrections using the reticle.

 

1 / AR15 PERUN ARMS with 14.5'' barrel in 223 Rem caliber with its DLG TACTICAL accessories

14.5'' cold forged barrel with 1:9 rifling pitch and 1/2x28 thread
A2 birdcage flash hider
21mm Milstd 1913 Picatinny Top Rail.
6 position telescopic skeleton type stock

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Housing in the handle
Aluminum handguard with M-LOK mounting system
Locking assistance system (Forward assist)
Quick Detach shoulder strap and strap attachment
Comes with a 10-shot magazine that may vary depending on availability

 

2 / LPVO SIGHTMARK Pinnacle 1-6x24 TMD scope

30mm one piece tubing
Machined from black anodized aircraft alloy.
First Focal Plane (FFP)
Fixed parallax at 100 yards
Illuminated red / green tactical Mil-Dash type BDC reticle calibrated for the 5.56x45 mm of 55gr and
the 7.62x51 mm of 180 gr
Intensity adjustable on 5 levels
Waterproof / fogproof / shockproof
Tactical turret with protective caps
Impact correction per click: 0.1 MRAD
Correction range: 40 MRAD
CR2032 battery
Japanese premium lenses with multi-coated treatment
Quick diopter focus
Weight 578g
Length: 26cm

 

3 / SIGHTMARK one-piece cantilever assembly

Ideal for AR15 mounting
Machined from 6061-T6 aircraft alloy
For 30 mm diameter bezel
5 cm forward offset
21mm Picatinny rail mount
Center point height: 38 mm
Weight: 165g

 

4 / FOT waterproof case

Dimensions: 111x40x15cm
IP55 waterproof and dustproof
Pre-cut foam
Wheels and handles for transport

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


